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The property measure-compact tits between the Lindelof and realcompact properties, i.e., Lindclof 
implies measure-compact implies realcompact. Much of the research on measure-compact spaces 
centers on two themes: one, what properties measure-compactness shares with Lindelof and 
realcompactness and two, the relationships between measure-compactness and covering properties. 
The results in this paper can be grouped into four parts illustrating these two themes. 
First, we show that F,, subsets of measure-compact spaces are measure-compact (Theorem 2.9). 
This theorem improves results of Okada and Okasaki and answers a question of Wheeler. Second, 
we prove that perfect preimages of measure-compact spaces are measure-compact (Theorem 2.18). 
The results analogous to these are true for both Lindelof and realcompact <paces. 
Third, we examine the relationship between measure-compactness and covering properties. 
Fourth, we present some examples. Without any extra axioms of set theory, we present a locally 
compact, realcompact, not measure-compact space; a locally compact. measure-compact, not 
paracompact space; a normal, metacompact, measure-compact, not paracompact space; and a 
nonmeasure-compact space which is the union of a measure-compact space and a rr-compact 
space. The first two examples answer questions of Ktrk and Wheeler, respectively. Spaces in the 
prior literature with the propertiea of the third and fourth examples used extra set-theoretic axioms. 
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1. Notation, definitions, and basic examples 
P(X) will be used to denote the power set of X. We will use von Neumann 
ordinals; i.e., an ordinal is the set of its predecessors. Cardinals will be initial 
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ordinals. The first infinite cardinal is denoted w, the first uncountable cardinal is 
denoted w, . For sets A and B, let *B denote the set of functions from A into B. If 
f is a function and A is a subset of domain f; the restriction off to A is denoted fl,_,, . 
All topological spaces X are assumed to be Tychonoff (completely regular) and 
we include T, as a part of the definition of Tychonoff. Sometimes we will consider 
different topologies on the same set. For clarity, discrete(o,) is the space w, with 
the discrete topology, while order(w,) is w, with the order topology. Similarly, if 
X is a topological space with “2 c X, product(“2) is the product of countably many 
two-point spaces. This may differ from the subspace topology “2 inherits from X. 
A zero set of X is a set Z c X such that 2 =fP’({O}) for some continuous function 
f: X + [0, 11. A cozero set in X is the complement of a zero set in X. The family of 
all cozero subsets of a Tychonoff space X forms a base for the topology on X. 
e(X) will denote the zero sets of X. The a-algebra generated by .5?(X) is the 
collection of Baire sets of X, denoted Ba(X). The a-algebra generated by the open 
subsets of X is the collection of Bore1 sets in X and will be denoted by a(X). 
A function p defined on the Baire subsets of a space X is jnitely (countably or 
o-) additive if for any finite (countable) family, 9, of disjoint Baire subsets of X, 
Such a function p isjinite if p(X) < 00. A Baire measure on X is a finite, nonnegative, 
finitely additive set function defined on Ba(X). The zero measure is the measure 
defined by p(B) = 0 for every B E Ba(X). A nonzero finite measure can always be 
normalized so that the measure of the whole space X is one. So without further 
mention, for any nonzero Baire measure, p, on X, we will assume that p(X) = 1 
and we will write, p: Ba(X) + [0, 11. The support of a Baire measure p is the set, 
S(F) = {x E X: for every cozero neighborhood C of x, p(C) > 0} 
= ng- E 2(x): p(~) = I}. 
A topological space X is measure-compact if every nonzero g-additive Baire 
measure on X has nonempty support. Equivalent definitions are given in [ 16, 18, 231. 
A z-jilter is a filter of zero sets. A family 9 has the countable intersection property 
if for every countable 9’~ 9, n 9’f 13. A space X is Lindeliif if every z-filter on 
X with the countable intersection property has nonempty intersection. A space X 
is realcompact if every z-ultrafilter (maximal z-filter) on X with the countable 
intersection property has nonempty intersection. From these definitions, it is easy 
to see that Lindelof implies measure-compact implies realcompact. However the 
converse implications do not hold. The space order(w,) is a Tychonoff space which 
is not realcompact. This is illustrated by the (0, 1}-valued Dieudonne measure [8, 
Example 5.51 on order(w,). An example of a realcompact, not measure-compact 
space is the Sorgenfrey plane [23]. The space discrete(w,) is an example of a 
measure-compact, not Lindelof space [30]. Thus the properties Tychonoff, real- 
compact, measure-compact, and Lindeliif are all distinct. 
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We remark that Bore1 measure analogs to measure-compact and realcompact are 
discussed in [8]. 
2. Properties of measure-compact spaces 
We now focus on the properties of measure-compact spaces. We begin with the 
following definitions. 
2.1. Definition. For a Baire measure p : Ba(X) + [0, 11, define the set function 
p*: P(X)+ [0, l] by p*(A) =inf{p(C): C is cozero and AC C}. 
2.2. Definition [24]. A space X is strongly measure-compact if for every nonzero 
a-additive Baire measure, CL, on X there is a compact set K c X such that p*(K) > 0. 
2.3. Proposition. Strongly measure-compact implies measure-compact. 
2.4. Theorem (Moran [24]). If X is measure-compact and Y is strongly measure- 
compact, then X x Y is measure-compact. In particular, the product of a measure- 
compact space and a a-compact space is measure-compact. 
Note that since the Sorgenfrey plane is a product of two Lindelijf spaces which 
is not measure-compact, the hypotheses of this theorem cannot be weakened. The 
Sorgenfrey plane also gives us an example showing that the intersection of two 
measure-compact spaces need not be measure-compact. Let /3S be the Stone-tech 
compactification of the Sorgenfrey line, S. Then by the above result pS x S and 
S x &IS are measure-compact spaces. But their intersection, S x S, is not measure- 
compact. However, we do get the result for intersections which corresponds to 
Theorem 2.4 above for products. 
2.5. Theorem (Kirk [ 171). Closed subspaces of measure-compact spaces are measure- 
compact. 
2.6. Theorem. The intersection of a measure-compact space and a strongly measure- 
compact space is measure-compact. In particular, the intersection of a measure-compact 
space and a u-compact space is measure-compact. 
Proof. This result follows directly from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 above. Let M and S 
be, respectively, measure-compact and strongly measure-compact spaces. Then by 
Theorem 2.4, M x S is measure-compact. Now M n S is homeomorphic to a closed 
subspace of M x S (the diagonal subspace). Thus, by Theorem 2.5, M nS is 
measure-compact. 0 
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Partial solutions to the question of whether or not F, subspaces of measure- 
compact spaces are measure-compact are found in [7,26] and are listed below 
without proof. We then give the proof of the general question posed in [32]. 
2.7. Theorem (Gardner [7]). If X = U {X, : n E co} with each X,, measure-compact 
and C*-embedded in X, then X is measure-compact. 
2.8. Theorem (Okada and Okazaki [26]). An F,, subset of a normal measure-compact 
space is measure-compact. 
2.9. Theorem. F,, subspaces of measure-compact spaces are measure-compact. 
Proof. Let X be a measure-compact space and let H = I_{ F, : n E w} where each 
F, is closed in X. Show that the F,, space H is measure-compact. Let PX be the 
Stone-tech compactification of X. Then we can rewrite H as follows: 
H=U{F,,:nEw} 
=U{((clax F,,)nX): nEw> 
= X n (u{cl,, F,, : n E w}). 
So H is the intersection of a measure-compact space with a o-compact space. Thus, 
by Theorem 2.6, H is measure-compact. 0 
For completeness we also state the following hereditary property. 
2.10. Theorem (Moran [24]). Baire subsets of measure-compact spaces are measure- 
compact. 
The union of a measure-compact space and a a-compact space need not be 
measure-compact and we will give an example illustrating this in Section 4. However, 
it is true that the union of a measure-compact space and a compact space is 
measure-compact. This result is listed in [32] and in [7] and in both places it is 
attributed to Kirk [ 171. However, I do not find this in [ 171. We will prove the result 
below. 
2.11. Definition. Let YCX. Y is Baire-embedded in X if Ba( Y) = 
{B n Y: BE Ba(X)}. 
2.12. Lemma (Gardner [7]; Okada and Okazaki [26]). Let p be a nonzero c-additive 
Baire measure on a space X. Zf Y is a Baire-embedded subset of X such that p*( Y) > 0, 
then p*I Ba( y, is a nonzero u-additive Baire measure on Y. 
2.13. Lemma. Let C be a cozero subset of a space X. Then for every Z E <T(C) there 
exists Z’ E T(X) such that Z’ n C = Z. In particular, cozero subsets of a space are 
Baire-embedded. 
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Proof. Let ZE 5?(C). Let g: X -+ [0, l] be a continuous function on X such that 
g-'((0, 11) = C. Let f: C + [0, l] be a continuous function on C such that fP’((0)) = 
Z. Define h: X + [0, I] by 
f(x) . g(x), 
h(x)= o 1, if x E C otherwise. 
Clearly h is continuous and h -‘({O}) = Zu (X - C). Let Z’= h-‘((0)). Then Z’E 
9(X) and Z’nC=Z. 0 
2.14. Theorem. The union of a measure-compact space and a compact space is measure- 
compact. 
Proof. Let M and K be respectively, measure-compact and compact subspaces of 
a space X. Let p be a nonzero u-additive Baire measure on Mu K. Show that the 
support of p is nonempty. Let S(p) be the support of p. Obviously if S(p) n K #B 
we are done. So, assume otherwise, i.e., S(p) n K = $3. Then for every x E K choose 
a cozero neighborhood C, of x, in M u K such that p( C,) = 0. Let “u = { C, : x E K}. 
This is an open cover of K and so there is a finite subcover 0U21’c “21. Let G = UQ’. 
Then p(G) = 0. Now, since K is compact and G is open we can separate K and 
(M u K) - G with a continuous function. Let f: M u K + [0, l] be a continuous 
function such that K cf-‘((0))~ G. Let C =,f-‘((0, 11). Then C is a cozero set in 
Mu K and so by Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13 above, pr. = p*lrsa,(., is a nonzero m-additive 
Baire measure on C. Also note that Cc M and so C is a cozero subset of the 
measure-compact space M. Thus, by Theorem 2.10, C is measure-compact and so 
the support of p<. is nonempty. It is clear that S(/*, ) c S(p) and so the support of 
/L is nonempty. Thus Mu K is measure-compact. 0 
Another property which holds for Lindeliif and realcompact spaces is the preserva- 
tion of these under perfect preimages. We now examine this preservation property 
for measure-compact spaces. 
2.15. Definition. A function f: X + Y is closed if for every closed F c X, f( F) = 
{f(x): XE F} is closed in Y. 
2.16. Definition. A function f: X + Y is perfect if it is a closed, continuous function 
such that for every y E Y, f-‘({y}) is compact, i.e., J’ has compact “fibers”. 
2.17. Lemma. Let j”: X + Y be a continuous function and let TV : Ba(X) + [0, l] be a 
nonzero a-additive Bake measure on X. Dejine v : Ba( Y) + [0, l] by v(B) = ti((.f-‘( B)) 
,for each B E Ba( Y). Then v is a nonzero u-additive Baire mea.sure on Y. 
2.18. Theorem. Let Y be a measure-compact space and let f: X -+ Y be a closed, 
continuous function jLom X onto Y such that for each y E Y, f-‘({ y}) is Lindel$ Then 
X is measure-compact. In particular, perfect inverse images of measure-compact spaces 
are measure-compact. 
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Proof. Let + be a nonzero u-additive Baire measure on X. We must show that the 
support of p is nonempty. First define a Baire measure, V, on Y by V(B) = p (f-‘( B)) 
for each Baire set B in Y. Then, by Lemma 2.17 above, Y is a nonzero a-additive 
measure on Y and since Y is measure-compact, the support of v is nonempty. 
Let y E support V. Then fP’({ y}) is Lindeliif by hypothesis. Suppose, toward a 
contradiction, that the support of p is empty. Then there is a cover, % = {C, : x E X}, 
of X by cozero sets of p measure zero. Since f-‘({ y}) is Lindeliif there must be a 
countable subfamily %‘c %, which covers fP’({y}). Let C = U %‘. Then C is a 
countable union of cozero sets and thus is cozero itself. Also, since p is a-additive, 
p(C) = 0. However, since f is closed and f-‘({y}) c C, there is an open set W in 
Y such that f-‘({y}) cf-‘( W) c C. Then there must be a cozero set G in Y with 
y~Gc Wcf(C). Since y is in the support of V, Y(G)>O. Then p(C)--> 
~(f-‘( G)) = v(G) > 0, a contradiction. Thus the support of p is nonempty and 
hence X is measure-compact. 0 
It would be nice to know if the hypothesis of compact (Lindeliif) fibers could be 
further weakened to measure-compact, Baire-embedded fibers. An analogous result 
for realcompact spaces due to Blair is given in [31, Theorem 16.11. The theorems 
above and below are partial solutions, but the question of the sufficiency of the 
measure-compact, Baire-embedded fibers hypotheses remains. 
2.19. Theorem. Let Y be measure-compact and let f: X + Y be a continuous closed 
function such that each fiber off has a measure-compact neighborhood. Then X is 
measure-compact. 
Proof. Let p be a nonzero o-additive Baire measure on X. Define v : Ba( Y) + [0, l] 
by v(B) = p(f -'( B)) for every BE Ba( Y). By Lemma 2.17, v is a nonzero a-additive 
Baire measure on Y. Since Y is measure-compact, the support of v is nonempty. 
Let y E S(V). By hypothesis, f -I({ y}) has a measure-compact neighborhood, say 
U. Now as in the proof of Theorem 2.18 above, since f is closed we can get a cozero 
set G in Y such that f-‘({y})cf-‘(G)c U. Let C=f-‘(G). Then C is a cozero 
neighborhood off -‘({y}) in X and so p(C) > 0 (from the proof of Theorem 2.18). 
From Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 2.13 we have that C is Baire-embedded in X and 
measure-compact. From Lemma 2.12 we have that put = p*]oa(c.j is a nonzero 
a-additive Baire measure on C. Thus the support of pLc- is nonempty. Again it is 
easy to see that S(pLc) c S(p) and so the support of p is nonempty. Thus X is 
measure-compact. q 
3. Measure-compactness and covering properties 
In this section we discuss the relationship between the covering properties of a 
topological space X and the measure-compactness of X. In particular, we try to 
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find minimal covering property conditions on X which will guarantee that X is 
measure-compact. The definitions of the various covering properties we use and the 
relationships between them can be found in the article by Burke in the Handbook 
of Set-Theoretic Topology [4]. 
The problem of finding relationships between the covering properties of a space 
X and the measure-compactness of X has been studied for quite some time. In 
[8, 14, 16,251 there are a variety of results relating covering properties and measure- 
compactness. A few of these are listed below. Bore1 measure-compactness is the 
Bore1 measure analog to measure-compactness. 
3.1. Theorem (Haydon [14]). If X IS a normal metacompact space such that each 
closed discrete subspace of X is measure-compact, then X is measure-compact. 
3.2. Theorem (Gardner and Pfeffer [S]). IfX . IS a weakly O-refinable space such that 
each closed discrete subset of X is measure-compact, then X is Bore1 measure-compact. 
Marik [22] showed that Baire measures can be extended to Bore1 measures in 
normal, countably paracompact spaces. From this result of Marik and from Theorem 
3.2 above we get the following theorems and corollaries. 
3.3. Theorem (Gardner and Pfeffer [S]). IfX IS a normal, countably paracompact 
space, then X is measure-compact ifsX is Bore1 measure-compact. 
3.4. Theorem. If X is a normal, weakly O-refinable, countably paracompact space such 
that each closed discrete subset of X is measure-compact, then X is measure-compact. 
Since a normal O-refinable space is countably paracompact we get the following 
corollary. 
3.5. Corollary. If X is a normal, B-refinable space such that each closed discrete 
subspace of X is measure-compact, then X is measure-compact. 
We can exchange a topological hypothesis in Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 for 
a set-theoretic hypothesis. These resulting corollaries are listed below. The definitions 
of real-valued measurable and two-valued measurable cardinals can be found in 
[8, Definition 4.121. 
3.6. Corollary. If there are no real-valued measurable cardinals, then every normal, 
weakly &refinable, countably paracompact space is measure-compact. 
3.7. Corollary. !f there are no real-valued measurable cardinals, then every normal, 
O-rejnable space is measure-compact. 
We now consider whether or not the countably paracompact hypothesis in 
Theorem 3.4 can be omitted. An example showing that the normal, weakly O-refinable 
hypothesis is not sufficient will have to be a normal, not countably paracompact 
space, I.e., a Dowker space. 
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DeCaux [5] has shown that assuming an extra set-theoretic axiom (+) there is a 
collectionwise normal, weakly e-refinable Dowker space which is not realcompact 
and so not measure-compact. Beslagic [2] has also produced a Dowker space with 
these same properties using a different extra set-theoretic axiom (+). Rudin [27] 
has produced the only known example of a Dowker space without using extra 
set-theoretic axioms. Her space is normal, not realcompact, but also not weakly 
o-refinable (shown below). So, consistently the countably paracompact hypothesis 
cannot be omitted. However, a “real” counterexample requires producing another 
“real” Dowker space. 
We now describe Rudin’s Dowker space and then show that it is not weakly 
e-refinable. Rudin produced the proof of this interesting result when asked about 
the weak &refinability of her Dowker space. Let PU = w -{0} and let q ,,,N(w,, + 1) 
be the box product of the spaces o,, + 1. Set XI, = {f~fi~~~ (w, + 1): for every 
n E N, w, s cf(f( n)) s We} where cf(f(n)) = cofinality of f(n) and set X = 
IJ{Xk : k E N}. X is Rudin’s Dowker space. 
3.8. Theorem (Rudin). The space X above is not weakly %-rejinable. 
Proof. For f~ X define [O,f] = {g E X: for every n EN, g(n) <f(n)}. Let “Ir= 
{[O,f]:f~ X}. Then “I/^ is an open cover of X. Toward a contradiction, suppose 
there is a weak O-refinement of V, i.e., a refinement % = U{Qi : i E OJ} such that for 
every f~ X there exists i E w such that 1 G ord(f; Q!) < w. Let i(f) be the least such 
i. Since Ou is a refinement of 7f, for every U E %! there exists g,, E X such that 
U c [0, g,,]. For each f~ X define a function f* •u,,*_~(w,~ + 1) by f*(n) = 
max{gU(n): f~ lJ E Ou,,, }. Note that for each n E N,f*(n) is just the maximum of 
finitely many elements of w,, + 1 and sof* E X. Also note that U{ U E Ou,, , ) : f~ U} c 
[O,f*]. For (i, k)ENxN, set X(i, k) ={f~ X,: i(f) = i and f *E X,}. Let Y= 
q nlN(~,,). Now we partition N x N into two sets, S and T. (We use “3” for “there 
exists” and “V” for “for every” in the following definitions.) Set S = {(i, k): (3g = 
g,,,E Y)(Vf~x(i, k))(ZlnEN) such that f(n)~g~,~(n)} and T={(i, k): (VgE Y) 
(3f~ X(i, k))(Vn ~N)(g(n)<f(n))}. Note that SW T =NxN and Sn T =(d. 
Claim 1. T is nonempty. 
Proof of Claim 1. Define a function g by g(n) = sup{g,,&(n): (i, k) E S}. (If S = 0, 
let g be the zero function.) Since each g,., E Y and S c N x N is countable, g E Y. 
Define f, E X, , by 
A(n)={;;;)+w,, 
ifn=l, 
ifn>l. 
Since f0 E X,, there exists (i,, k,) E N x N such that f, E X( i,, k,). Since for every 
(i, k)eS,fO(n)>g(n)ag,,h(n), (i,, k,)&S. So (i,, k,)E T and thus T is nonempty. 
Let {(i,, k,): cy E CO,} be an indexing of T such that each (i, k) appears cofinally 
often. By induction on LY E w,, we produce a sequence {fa : a E co,} satisfying the 
following conditions. 
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(1) For all (~~~,,f;,~x(i,,,k,,), (2) for all ~EFV, p<cu<~,+f~(n)Gf~(n). 
First, let f, E X( i,, k,) be as defined above. Now, suppose f. has been defined for 
/3 <cr. We define fn as follows. For p < cy, define f; by 
Note that the induction hypothesis, f. E X(&, k,), implies that ,fh E Y. Define a 
function g,, by 
1 g(l), g,,(n)= sup{.f;(n):j3<Q}, ifn=l, ifn>l. 
Note that since g E Y and cy is countable, g,, E Y Since g,, E Y and (i,,, k,,) E T, by 
definition of T, there exists J;V E X(i,,, k,,) such that for every n EN, g,,(n) <J;?(n). 
Thus we have the desired XV. 
Now we use this sequence (1” : ct E co,} to define a function f: Set f(n) = 
sup{J;,(n): a E w,}. Note that since each A? E X, , ,f~ X, . Thus there exists (i, k) E 
N~Nsuchthatf~X(i,k).Sincef(n)~f;,(n)~f,(n)>g(n),(i,k)~Sandso(i,k)~ 
T. Let K = {f;? : (i,,, k,,) = (i, k)}. Thenfg cl( K). SincefE X(i, k) there exists U E qi, 
such that f~ U. Since f’~ cl( K) there exists f;? E K n U. Now, ,f;? E K implies i,, = i. 
Then as noted in the beginning of this proof, f~ U E Uu,,” implies f e [O,fz]. But, 
forn>k,,=kandrl>cu,f(n)~f,,(n)>g,(n)~f~(n),acontradiction(f~[O,f,Z]). 
Hence, there is no such weak o-refinement of 7’” and thus the space X is not weakly 
o-refinable. 0 
Orthocompact is another covering property which is strictly weaker than metacom- 
pact. So one might ask if normal orthocompact spaces with closed discrete subspaces 
measure-compact are always measure-compact. However, order(w,) is a counter- 
example to this. Burke [4] shows that order(w,) is orthocompact. Closed discrete 
subspaces of order(w,) are finite and thus measure-compact. 
Another covering property weaker than metacompact is meta-Lindeliif. A problem 
which I believe to be open is the following. Is there an example, X, of a normal 
meta-Lindelof space with closed discrete subspaces of X measure-compact, but X 
not measure-compact? 
To close this section, we will state results for Lindeliif spaces and realcompact 
spaces which correspond to Corollary 3.5 for measure-compact spaces. For Lindelijf 
spaces we will weaken the &refinable hypothesis to M-refinable and reword the 
closed discrete subspace hypothesis in order to use a common definition. 
3.9. Definition. A space X is K,-compact if every closed discrete subset of X is 
countable. 
Note that a discrete space is Lindelof if and only if it is countable. So, the 
assumption that a space is K,-compact is analogous to the closed discrete subspace 
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hypothesis used in Theorems 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4. The following results are due to Au11 
and Zenor, respectively. 
3.10. Theorem (Au11 [l]). K,-compact, WreJinable spaces are Lindeliif: 
3.11. Theorem (Zenor [34]). Zf X IS a normal &refinable space such that each closed 
discrete subset is realcompact, then X is realcompact. 
4. More examples 
In this section we will give examples of spaces which further demonstrate the 
relationships between measure-compactness and other topological properties. We 
begin by discussing the Cantor tree and some of its subspaces. In doing so we will 
answer questions asked by Kirk [ 171 and Wheeler [32]. We will also improve some 
examples in the literature by giving Cantor tree subspaces which do not need any 
extra axioms of set theory where previous examples in the literature did. Then we 
will discuss Bing’s example H [3] and a subspace of it. This subspace improves a 
result of Moran [23]. 
The Cantor tree is another example of a realcompact, not measure-compact space. 
The Cantor tree is the set T = u(“2: a s w} with the following topology. The 
elements of u(“2: n < w} are all isolated. For each k E w, a basic neighborhood of 
f istheset Nk(f)={f}u{fl,,: n > k}. Note that each of these basic neighborhoods 
in T is compact and so the Cantor tree is locally compact. 
4.1. Claim. T is realcompact. 
Proof. Let p be any nonzero, two-valued, c-additive Baire measure on T. To simplify 
notation, let T’=U{“2: n <w}. If there exists SE T' such that ~({s}) = 1, then s is 
in the support of p and we would be done. So assume that for each s E T’, ~({s}) = 0. 
For s E T’, let T[s] = {f c T: f Idomain c = s}. Note that for each s, T[s] is a zero set 
in T. For e = 0 or 1, let s, be the function with domain 1 = (0) and s,(O) = e. Now, 
either p(T[s,])=l or p(T[s,])=l. Let s’ (=sO or s,) be such that p(T[s’])=l. 
Now, for n E w and s E “2, let s’e be the function with domain n + 1 which extends 
s and maps n to e. Since p( T[s’]) = 1, we must have either p( T[s”‘O]) = 1, or 
p( T[s’^l]) = 1. Choose the subtree, T[s’^e], of measure one and continue induc- 
tively, so that we have a decreasing sequence of these zero set subtrees of measure 
one. Since p is a-additive, the intersection of this countable family of zero sets 
must have measure one. But the intersection will be a single element of w2, say g. 
So, we get that p({g}) = 1 and thus g is in the support of p. So the support of /.L is 
nonempty and hence T is realcompact. 0 
To show that the Cantor tree is not measure-compact, we need the following 
lemma. 
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4.2. Lemma. {B n “2: BE Ba( T)} = %(product(2’“)). 
Proof. First we will show that for every B E Ba( T), B n “2 is a Bore1 set in 2” with 
the product topology. Because s(X) generates Ba(X) it is sufficient to show that 
for every zero set, 2, in T, Z n “2 is a Bore1 set in product(2”). Let Z be any zero 
set in T. First note that, as a subset of T, “2 is a zero set subset. So Z n “2 is a zero 
set in T. Thus, without loss of generality, assume Z c T n “2. Let 4 : T -+ [0, l] be 
a continuous function such that @‘({O}) = Z. For g E “2 and k E w, let N,(g) = {g} u 
(81, : n > k}. For n E w, define the following subsets of T: 
Un= fET: 4(f)<& , U,,k = k E z: N,(g) c U,,l. 
Let B = n{u{ a,,, : k E w}: n E o} where Z?,,, is the closure in the product topology. 
Show that B = Z. 
(i) Let f~ Z. Then 4(f) = 0. So for each n E w, U,, is an open neighborhood of 
f in T. So for each n E w there is a k, E w such that Nk,,(f) c U,,. Thus for every 
nEw,.fEU{%k: k E w} and therefore f c B. Hence, Z c B. 
(ii) Suppose that f E “2 -Z. Since f cz! Z, 4(f) > 0 and so there exists n E w such 
that f E C,,. Then V,, is an open neighborhood off in T. So there is a j E w such 
that N,(f) c V,,. Also, V,, n U,, = 8 and for every k E w, U,,,,, c U,,. Now for k E co, 
choose mk > max{j, k}. Let W,, = {g E 2”: gl,, = fl,,,,}. Then W,, is an open 
neighborhood of f in product(2”) and for every gE W,,,,, gl,, =flm, E 
[N,(g) n Nj(.f )I= Vn. SO, W,,, n U,J, = @. Thus, f & u( iin., : k E a~} and so f E B. 
Hence, B c Z and so B = Z. 
Obviously, B is a Bore1 set in product(2”) and thus we have that 
{B n “2: BE Ba( T)}c %(product(2”)). 
Now we will show that each Bore1 subset of product(2”) is a Baire set in the 
Cantor tree. Since the closed subsets of product(2”) generate the Bore1 sets, it is 
sufficient to show that each closed subset of product(2”) is a Baire set in T. Let F 
be a closed subset of product(2”). We actually show that F is a zero set in T. Define 
a function #J : T+ (0, l}, by 4(g) = 0 iff there exists f E F such that f Idomain R = g. 
Note that 4 is continuous. Now, 4-‘((0)) n “2 = F and so F is the intersection of 
two zero sets in T. Thus F is a zero set subset of T. 
So {B n “2: BE Ba( T)} = B(product(2”‘)). 0 
4.3. Claim. T is not measure-compact. 
Proof. Let product(2”) be the space 2” with the usual product topology. Let m be 
the usual Bore1 product measure on product(2”), i.e., m is the product of the 
measures mi, i E w, on (0, 1) where m,({O}) = m,({ 1)) = f . Now define a Baire measure 
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TV on T by p(B) = m(Bn “2). Note that this definition makes sense since by the 
above lemma, for every BE Ba( T), B n “2 is a Bore1 set in 2” with the product 
topology. So the measure, p, defined on T is a nonzero a-additive Baire measure 
(since m is u-additive). However, the support of p is empty. For any ,f~ “2 and 
any k E w, Nh(f) n “2 = {f} and so p*( JVk(f)) = m({f}) = 0. Thus, T is not measure- 
compact. 0 
Kirk examined measure-compact spaces and locally compact spaces. Two early 
known examples of nonmeasure-compact spaces were order( w,) and the Sorgenfrey 
plane. The space order(w,) is locally compact, not realcompact. The Sorgenfrey 
plane is realcompact, not locally compact. With these examples in mind Kirk 
conjectured that locally compact, realcompact spaces might be measure-compact 
spaces. However, the Cantor tree is a counterexample to this. Above we showed 
that the Cantor tree, T, is locally compact, realcompact, not measure-compact. 
In Wheeler’s survey paper [32, Problem 8.121, he states the following: give an 
example of a locally compact, measure-compact space which is not paracompact. 
We will now show that there is a subspace of the Cantor tree which satisfies these 
properties. We will need the following definitions. 
4.4. Definition. Let F = {xv : a E co,}, G = {g,, : a E w,}c “2 and let H = F u G. H is 
a HuusdorfSgup if the following hold: 
(i) for every cu,P~w,, with CY<P,J;~ <*fO <*g, <*g,,; 
(ii) there does not exist h E “‘2 with, for every (Y E w,, f. <* h <* g,, ;
where f S* g iff there exists n E w, such that for every m > n, f(m) s g(m) and 
f<*gifffc*gandg%*.f: 
4.5. Definition. A c “2 has universal measure zero if whenever p is a u-additive 
Bore1 measure on A such that for every x E A, p({x}) = 0, then p(A) = 0. 
Hausdorff gaps exist and must have universal measure zero. The original references 
for this are Hausdorff [13], and Sierpinski and Szpilrajn [28]. A popular modern 
English reference is Laver [21]. 
Now, let H c “2 be a Hausdorff gap, let T’= u(“2: n E CO} and let X = H u T’. 
We will show that X is locally compact, measure-compact, not paracompact. X is 
an open subset of the locally compact space T. Thus X is locally compact. 
4.6. Claim. X is measure-compact. 
Proof. Let p be a nonzero a-additive Baire measure on X. Suppose that the support 
of p is empty. Then for every f t T’, p({ f }) = 0 and so by the q-additivity of p 
p( T’) = 0. Thus p(H) = 1. Now, by Lemma 4.2, Bore1 subsets of H in product(2’“) 
are actually Baire subsets of X c T. So, p is defined for all Bore1 subsets of H. By 
the assumption that the support of p is empty, we get that for every f E H, p ({ f }) = 0. 
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so, P I.w is a p-additive Bore1 measure on H such that p(H) = 1, and for every 
f~ H, ~({f}) = 0, a contradiction. (H has universal measure zero.) 
Thus, the support of p is nonempty and so X is measure-compact. 0 
4.7. Claim. X is not paracompact. 
Proof. T’ is a countable dense subset of X and so X is separable. The set {{h}: 
h E H} is an uncountable closed discrete subset of H and so X is not collectionwise 
normal. Hence X is not paracompact. 0 
So the subspace, X, is a locally compact, measure-compact, not paracompact 
space, answering Wheeler’s question. 
A different subspace of the Cantor tree is an example of a space which is the 
union of a measure-compact space and a rr-compact space, but which is not 
measure-compact itself. The only other example of a nonmeasure-compact union 
of a measure-compact space and a a-compact space that I am aware of is an example 
given by Gardner [7] which depends on assuming an additional set-theoretic 
hypothesis. Gardner’s example is the space P given in [9, p. 791. The additional 
hypothesis which Gardner states with his example is the continuum hypothesis. 
However, a sufficient hypothesis would be that discrete(c) is measure-compact, 
where c = [RI. We show that, without any extra hypotheses, there is a subspace, Y, 
of the Cantor tree such that Y is the union of a measure-compact space and a 
a-compact space, but Y is not measure-compact. 
The space Y will be the union of T’ = u(“2: n E w} and a set A = “2. Again let 
m denote the usual product measure on 2’“. We will want to have m*(A) > 0 so that 
the proof we gave showing T is not measure-compact (Claim 4.3) will also work 
to show that Y is not measure-compact. We now define A. 
There is a non-Lebesgue measurable subset of R. The standard proof of this [ 11, 
p. 691 can be modified using the topological group ‘“2 in place of R and {f~ ‘“2: 
If~‘({lI)l<wJ in PI ace of the rationals to show that there is a nonmeasurable 
(product measure) subset of “‘2. So the family 55 = {IAl: A = w2, A is nonmeasurable} 
is nonempty. Choose A so that IAl IS minimal in %. Since A is not measurable, note 
that m*(A) > 0. We now show that A is measure-compact. 
As a subset of I”, A is discrete and IAl s c. So, if discrete(c) is measure-compact, 
then A is measure-compact. Now, Kunen [19, Theorem 14.71 shows (using the 
terminology of real-valued measurable cardinals), that if discrete( K) is not measure- 
compact for any K 4 c, then there is a subset of ‘“2 of cardinality less than K which 
is not measurable. Thus, if discrete(c) is not measure-compact, discrete(lAl) is 
measure-compact by the minimality of IAl. So, in any case, A is measure-compact. 
Now, obviously T’ is cr-compact and so Y = T’u A is the union of a measure- 
compact space and a a-compact space. Since m*(A) > 0, the argument we used to 
show that T is not measure-compact (Claim 4.3) will work to show that Y is not 
measure-compact. For BE Ba( Y), define p(B) = m(Bn’“2). Then p will be a 
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nonzero u-additive Baire measure on Y and the support of f_~ will be empty. Thus 
Y is not measure-compact. So we have shown, without any extra set-theoretic 
hypotheses, that there is a space Y, such that Y is the union of a measure-compact 
space and a c-compact space, but Y is not measure-compact. 
We now discuss Bing’s example H [3] and a subspace of this H, In [23], Moran 
discusses a theorem of Katetov [ 161 which states that a paracompact space in which 
each closed discrete subspace is measure-compact is a measure-compact space. He 
then gives Bing’s example H as an example of a normal, measure-compact space 
which is not paracompact, showing that the converse implication regarding paracom- 
pact and measure-compact does not hold. But to show that H is measure-compact, 
Moran assumes an extra set-theoretic hypothesis. We will show that there is a 
subspace of Bing’s H which is normal, measure-compact, not paracompact without 
any additional hypotheses. First we will discuss Bing’s example H [3]. 
Let H =.v(W,) CO. The topology on H is as follows. For (Y E w,, define fa : a(~,) + 
(0, l} byf,(A) = 1 iff (Y E A. Let K c H be the family, K = {fe : a E co,}. The points 
of H - K are isolated points. Then, for fn E K, r E [ P(w,)] Lw and n E w, a basic 
neighborhood offa is N(J;,, r, n) = {fn} u {SE H: (VA E CP(w,))f(A) > n and (VA E 
r)f(A) = f,(A) (mod 2)). Bing [3] showed that this space is perfectly normal, but 
not collectionwise normal. 
4.8. Proposition (Moran [23]). Assuming that discrete(1t-l)) is measure-compact, H 
is measure-compact. 
Now we will show, without any additional cardinality assumptions, that there is 
a subspace, S, of Bing’s H that is normal, measure-compact, metacompact, but not 
collectionwise normal and thus not paracompact. The space S will be a superset of 
K. For m E w, let H,,, = +‘(“I) (w - m), Let product( H,) represent the space H,,, with 
the usual product topology. Then by the Hewitt, Marczewski, Pondiczery Theorem 
[6, p. 1111, for each m E w, there is a set 0, c H, such that D,, is dense in 
product(H,,,) and such that ID,,] =w,. Let D’= lJ{ D, : m E w}. Since H is not 
collectionwise normal, K u D’ would also be a space which is not collectionwise 
normal. In order to make S metacompact we make the following definitions. For 
f~ D, and t E [w,]~‘, definef;:g(w)-+w-n by 
( 
2n+1, if A = {a} for (Y E t, 
f,(A)= 2n, ifA={a}foragt, 
f(A), otherwise. 
ForfE D’, let Dl- = {f; : t E [co,]“} and let D = lJ{D(: f~ D}. Since, for everyfE 0, 
ID,-1 = WI, wegetthat[DI=w,.LetS=KuD. 
4.9. Claim. S is not collectionwise normal. 
Proof. Let % = { N(f, , r,, n,): LY E w,} be a family of basic open sets covering K. 
To simplify the notation let N,, denote iV(fn, r,, n,). Since H is not collectionwise 
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normal there exist (Y’ and p’ in w, such that N,.n NP, is a nonempty open set in 
product( H,,). This is because each of r,, and ‘;o, restrict only finitely many coordinates. 
Since D, is dense in product( there exists _/“E D, n N,,n N,,c D’n N,,n ND.. 
Nowdefine tc{~~‘,/3’}bycy’~tiff {a’}~r,,, andp’Etiff{P’}Erfi..ThentE[a,]c2. 
So fr E D. Also, f; E N,.n N,, (by the definition of t). Thus fi E N,,,n NB.n S. So 
. given a family 011= {N, a E w,} there exist (Y, p E w, such that N, n Np n S # 0. 
Hence, S is not collectionwise normal. 0 
4.10. Claim. S is metacompact. 
Proof. Let %Y be any open cover of S. Let V= { N(f,, {a}, 0): (Y E w,}. Note that 
for every f~ D, I{a E w, : f({a}) = 1 (mod 2)}( < w. So, 7” is a point-finite family. 
Now, for every cx E w,, choose U, E 011 such that f;? E U,,. Let %V= 
{N(f,, {cu}, 0)n U,: CI E w,}u{{f}: f~ S-K}. Then ?V is a point-finite open 
refinement of 021. So S is metacompact. 0 
4.11. Claim. S is measure-compact. 
Proof. Let p be a nonzero c-additive Baire measure on S. Now since closed subsets 
of S are zero sets, k is defined on all closed subsets of S. In particular, p is defined 
on K. So, either p(K)>0 or p(D)=p(S-K)>O. If p(D)>O, by the regularity 
of Baire measures there is a zero set Zc D such that p(Z)>O. So in either case 
we have a closed discrete subset of S with positive measure. Since ISI = w, , closed 
discrete subsets of S are measure-compact. Thus the support of p is nonempty and 
hence S is measure-compact. 0 
Therefore, S is a subspace of Bing’s H which is normal, measure-compact and 
metacompact, but which is not collectionwise normal, thus not paracompact. 
We close by mentioning that Gardner and Gruenhage [lo] also give an example 
of a space which is measure-compact but not paracompact, actually not weakly 
M-refinable. 
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